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These are
my friends,
Giovanni and
Valeria. We
study animal
medicine.
We live in an
apartment
with a big
balcony. lt's
perfect ...

There is only
one problem:
Mrs Corvo, who
lives downstairs.
She shouts at us
all the time.
She's always
angry with us.

Stop that
noise!

I hate

Mrs Corvo
has a tortoise
called Eddy.
She loves that
tortoise. Every
day she puts
Eddy out in the
SUN.
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Mrs Corvo
loves Eddy,
but she hated
us. So one
day we
decided to
play a trick on
Mrs Corvo.
We went to
the animal
market.
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/ want to
buy five
tortoises,
p/ease.

Lovely sun,
Eddy dear.



Next day,
when Mrs
Corvo was out
of the house,
we picked
Eddy up.

The next
day we did the
same. We
picked up
number 5 and
put a smaller
tortoise on the
balcony.
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And every
day we did the
same! Every
day a smaller
tortoise!
Mrs Corvo was
very worried.
She didn't
know that it
was a different
tortoise.

Oh EddY!
Why are

YOU so
small?
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Hello there,



Mrs Corvo
didn't know
what to do.
After one
week, we
called to her.
We told her to
give Eddy
tomatoes.

Mrs Corvo!
We can

help youl

So she gave
Eddy tomatoes.
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are, Eddy.
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And every
day we changed
the tortoises
again: number 1

-2-3-4-5-
and finally Eddy
again.

And now
Mrs Corvo
loves us,
because we
helped her with
Eddy.

My Eddy's
big again!

Thank you!
Thank you
very much!

And we still
have five
tortoises...



READING TASKS :

I live with Giovanni and Maria in a nice apartment. We are allstudying
mathematics. Mrs Corvo lives upstairs f rom us, and she shouts at
us all the time. She has a pet cat called Eddy, and she loves it very
much.

One day we played a good trick on Mrs Corvo. We went out and
bought ten tortoises, all different sizes. We picked up Eddy and put
a bigger tortoise in his place. And every day we'did the same. Mrs
Corvo was very happy. We told her that she should give the tortoise
potatoes to eat. When she did this, we changed the tortoises until
she had Eddy back again. Mrs Corvo was very angry. Now she hates
us.
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what they think. See'the:example.

Tortoise number one oooooo O

Giovanni

Eddy

The man in the animal market

Mrs Corvo
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4.

5.
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a. Where
am l?
Who is
this
woman?

b. Let's play
a trick on

Mrs Corvo!

c. I hate
that music!

d. Help!
Help!
Put me
back!

e. Why do
they want
five tor-
toises?
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